Quantifying the impact of relative humidity on human exposure to gas phase squalene ozonolysis products†
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Squalene is a major skin oil lipid which can react with ozone forming a range of products including carbonyls, carboxylic acids, hydroxy ketones, secondary ozonides and hydroperoxides. Previous experimental studies have shown that the yield of these products depends on relative humidity. A new mechanism is developed which treats the reaction of ozone with carbon–carbon double bonds and the subsequent reactions of the Criegee intermediates forming a range of products in both condensed and gas phases. The mechanism is included in kinetic models for a variety of ozonolysis reaction systems including pure squalene particles, squalene and skin oil films, clothing, and skin covered by clothing. The models reproduce experimental measurements reasonably well using relatively consistent parameters, providing insights into the important reactions and processes controlling the concentrations of different species. In general, gas-phase secondary carbonyl product concentrations increase significantly as a function of relative humidity due to their formation from the reaction of Criegee intermediates with water, while carboxylic acids and hydroxy ketone concentrations decrease. For example, human exposure to gas-phase 6-methyl-5-hepten-2-one can increase by approximately a factor of two as the relative humidity increases from 10% to 95%. The model can also reproduce the decay of carboxylic acids in skin oil due to their reaction with Criegee intermediates. Discrepancies between some of the measurements and model outputs indicate that in addition to impacting chemistry, relative humidity may affect other processes such as partitioning to surfaces and condensed-phase diffusion.

Environmental significance

We developed new models that quantify the extent to which relative humidity can impact gas-phase squalene ozonolysis product concentrations indoors. We demonstrate that changing relative humidity can change exposure to some products by more than a factor of two. The models can be used to extrapolate to different indoor conditions to estimate human exposure of ozonolysis products which are known to be skin and respiratory irritants.

Introduction

Human skin oils present on clothing and skin are composed of approximately 10% squalene, which has six double bonds and is therefore highly reactive towards ozone. The reaction of ozone with squalene leads to a variety of gas- and condensed-phase products including carbonyls, carboxylic acids, hydroxy ketones, secondary ozonides and hydroperoxides. Many of the gas-phase ozonolysis products have previously been quantified when soiled clothing or people have been exposed to ozone in laboratory chambers. Some of the products are known to be skin and respiratory irritants and have been linked to clogged pores, inflammatory acne, possible wrinkling of the skin and DNA damage. It is therefore important to be able to quantify them. Recent experimental measurements of squalene...
ozonolysis products in the condensed and gas phases have shown that their concentrations are impacted by relative humidity (RH). These studies have also demonstrated that the ratio of volatile and semi-volatile products to non-volatile products increases significantly with RH. Similar trends have been observed when soiled clothing has been exposed to ozone at different RH in chambers. These observations are likely explained by the reaction of Criegee intermediates (CIs) with water forming carbonyl species, while at lower RH non-volatile secondary ozonides form. Additional experiments have demonstrated that acids, which are present in skin oils at high concentrations, can react with CIs forming hydroperoxides.

The concentrations of squalene ozonolysis products will be highly dependent on indoor conditions. Chemistry indoors is affected by conditions which can vary significantly in many ways, including variations in temperature, RH, room size, indoor surfaces, occupancy, indoor activities, air exchange rates, ventilation strategies, light levels, outdoor pollutant levels that are transported indoors, and oxidant concentrations. Due to the complexity of indoor environments, the fact that people spend most of their time indoors and the impact that indoor air can have on outdoor chemistry, it is important to develop models to improve our understanding of indoor chemistry. Indoor chemistry models can be used to better understand current experimental measurements, extrapolate to different indoor conditions and uncover gaps in our current understanding of indoor chemistry. Several models have recently been developed to examine the reactions of ozone with squalene; the chemistry in these models is usually highly simplified and tend to concentrate on carbonyl products, while Heine et al. treated complex chemistry to model the bulk phase products of pure squalene particles as a function of ozone exposure and RH.

We previously developed the kinetic multilayer model of surface and bulk chemistry of the skin and clothing (KM-SUB-Skin-Clothing), which treats squalene ozonolysis reactions in the skin and clothing as well as mass transport of ozonolysis products in the different regions of the skin (oil, stratum corneum and viable epidermis). Parameters in KM-SUB-Skin-Clothing are based on fundamental physical and chemical processes (adsorption and desorption, Fickian diffusion, partitioning and chemical kinetics) which allows for an in depth understanding of the processes controlling the partitioning of species to be obtained and allows for extrapolation to different scenarios. The chemistry in the original KM-SUB-Skin-Clothing model, however, was highly simplified with an assumption of carbonyls being the only products, without treating chemistry of CIs and impacts of RH. Note that when we mention the impact of RH in this work, we are discussing the effect of changing the water vapor concentration rather than changes in RH caused by varying temperatures. In the current study, we develop a mechanism which treats the reaction of ozone with carbon–carbon double bonds contained in both squalene and its products, the formation of CI and their subsequent reactions. This enables species such as carboxylic acids and hydroxy ketones to be quantified in the gas phase and the effect of RH on the squalene ozonolysis product distribution to be estimated for different scenarios. We include this mechanism in kinetic models for different reaction systems including ozonolysis of pure squalene particles, ozonolysis of squalene and skin oil films, and ozone exposure to human occupants. We also model the reaction of acids contained in skin oils with CI, which may eventually help in determining the fate of these species.

Model description

Development of the squalene ozonolysis chemical mechanism

The generalized mechanism of squalene ozonolysis included in our models is based on previously published work and shown below. Briefly, it consists of ozone reacting with carbon–carbon double bonds forming both primary and secondary carbonyls and CIs with specific branching ratios (BR). CIs can subsequently react with water, ozone, carboxylic acids or can isomerize.

\[ \text{O}_3 + \text{double bond} \rightarrow 4 \text{ (BR1 primary CI + BR1 secondary carbonyl + BR2 secondary CI + BR2 primary carbonyl) } k_1 (R1) \]

\[ \text{CI + H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \text{carbonyl + H}_2\text{O}_2 \quad k_2 \quad (R2) \]

\[ \text{CI + O}_3 \rightarrow \text{carbonyl} \quad k_3 \quad (R3) \]

\[ \text{CI} \rightarrow \text{carboxylic acid or hydroxy ketone} \quad k_4 \quad (R4) \]

\[ \text{CI + carbonyl} \rightarrow \text{secondary ozonide} \quad k_5 \quad (R5) \]

\[ \text{CI + carboxylic acid} \rightarrow \text{hydroperoxide} \quad k_6 \quad (R6) \]

The complete mechanism was fully written out and included in the model and consists of over five hundred reactions as summarized in Table S1. This mechanism allows every double bond to react with ozone and for all CIs to undergo the reactions (R2–R6). Reactions (R5) and (R6) include the reactions of all CIs with all carbonyls and carboxylic acids that have formed from other reactions. Many of the reactions occur both in the condensed and gas phases as indicated in Table S1. The structure of a few selected compounds of interest, which are mentioned in the text below, are summarized in Table S2. Assumptions and simplifications were applied to increase computational efficiency and also because some mechanisms are so poorly understood that they cannot be constrained with confidence. We assume that all carbon–carbon double bonds react with ozone with the same rate coefficient \( k_1 = 2.2 \times 10^{-17} \) cm\(^3\) s\(^{-1}\) in the bulk and that the rate coefficients for CIs \( k_2\text{–}k_6 \) are also independent of the specific structures of the reactants. These assumptions could be revisited in the future as theoretical calculations or experimental observations become available. We assume that CIs are short-lived species and therefore do not have time to partition between the gas and condensed bulk phases. If a molecule contains both a CI and another reactive functional group, we assume that the CI will always react first as it is so short-lived. The formation of \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) is not explicitly included in this model. We also do not treat any
solvent cage effects of CIs reacting with carbonyls. For simplicity, no interfacial reactions (i.e., reactions involving adsorbed molecules) are included with all reactions occurring in the bulk or gas phases. Note that prior work\textsuperscript{41} has indicated that the reacto-diffusive length of ozone in squalene is short, suggesting that in some cases interfacial reactions may impact the kinetics as previously discussed in Heine et al.\textsuperscript{23} and may also be different to bulk phase reactions. A recent study has shown the importance of surface reactions for the ozonolysis of oleic acid,\textsuperscript{39} while another study has elucidated that there will be different concentrations of the various squalene double bonds at the air–oil interface which may have implications for ozone chemistry and the product distribution.\textsuperscript{41} While this aspect is beyond the scope of current study, it may warrant further investigations by adding complexity to the model in the future.

We have tried to include the most important reaction pathways in the model based on species that have been observed in measurements. It should be noted that additional reactions may also occur such as auto-oxidation, the decay of secondary ozonides and hydroperoxides and other reactions involving CIs.\textsuperscript{34,44,45} Gas-phase chemistry is also known to be complex with different pathways such as the rearrangement of CIs forming OH and vinoxy radicals, and the formation of dioxiranes,\textsuperscript{46–48} which are not included in this mechanism. There is also evidence that CIs can form OH and vinoxy radicals during the heterogenous ozonolysis of alkenes.\textsuperscript{39} Formed radicals could subsequently react with other molecules. Several studies have observed or predicted that gas-phase ozonolysis reactions can lead to secondary ozonide formation.\textsuperscript{20–51} For simplicity, we assume that the gas-phase chemistry mechanism is the same as the bulk-phase chemistry mechanism, but complexity could be added in the future as the reaction pathways and branching ratios for the specific volatile and semi-volatile products in our work become better understood. It should also be noted that the gas-phase chemistry may include heterogeneous reactions occurring on chamber or flow tube surfaces which are not explicitly treated in the models. Finally, as we are mainly interested in quantifying gas-phase products, the mechanism is simplified by treating the two halves of secondary ozonides and hydroperoxides, which may have different functional groups attached to the carbon atoms on either side, individually. By not treating the individual full secondary ozonide and hydroperoxide molecules, and the many different potential combinations of functional groups, we reduce the number of species treated in the model significantly. Note that, although we make this simplification, the concentration of $C_{30,SOZ}$, a secondary ozonide which contains 30 carbons, (see Table S2\textsuperscript{1} for the structure) can be calculated by adding one additional differential equation to the model which treats the six formation reactions of $C_{30,SOZ}$ (CIs reacting with carbonyls) and the loss of $C_{30,SOZ}$ due to ozonolysis.

The complete mechanism is used when modeling squalene particles and squalene and skin oil films. However, it is too computationally expensive to include all reactions in the clothing model and KM-SUB-Skin-Clothing; the mechanism was therefore simplified as shown in Table S1.\textsuperscript{1} Mechanism simplification was performed by systematically testing the effect of removing certain reaction pathways and products on the evolution of the concentrations of the major gas-phase products. Any reactions that only had a negligible or very small impact on gas-phase products were removed from the mechanism. Reactions may not impact the concentration of gas-phase species significantly if their rate is slow compared to other reactions due to small rate coefficients or low concentrations of reactants. Some reactions that only lead to non-volatile and non-reactive products were also removed. The yield of volatile products from certain reactions was low, allowing these reactions to be removed without impacting their gas-phase concentrations. We do not expect that using the simplified mechanism will impact our conclusions as the focus of this study is simulating gas-phase species.

**Modeling the ozonolysis products of pure squalene particles**

The kinetic multilayer model of gas–particle interactions (KM-GAP)\textsuperscript{54} was applied to reproduce the measurements of Heine et al.\textsuperscript{23} and Arata et al.,\textsuperscript{74} which consisted of exposing pure squalene particles to different concentrations of ozone at different RHs. KM-GAP uses a flux-based approach by treating gas-phase diffusion to and from the surface of the particles as well as reversible partitioning into the bulk of the particles and the complete chemical mechanism described above and shown in Table S1.\textsuperscript{1} For simplicity, the bulk of the particles was treated with one well-mixed bulk layer which is relatively consistent with small (~300 nm) liquid particles. Further sensitivity tests suggested that treating bulk diffusion would have a negligible impact on the model results. The volume of the particles is continuously estimated based on the total volume of the individual molecules present in them. As a further simplification, we assume in this model that for an elemental O:C ratio of zero, no partitioning of water into the particle bulk will occur, which is consistent with thermodynamic predictions by the Aerosol Inorganic–Organic Mixtures Functional groups Activity Coefficient (AIOMFAC) model; see below. Therefore, the O:C ratio is also continuously calculated and is used to determine the equilibrium water gas–liquid partitioning coefficient ($K_{H,O}$) at a given temperature as follows:

$$K_{H,O} = \frac{O:C \text{ ratio} \times \beta}{\beta}$$  \hspace{1cm} (E1)

where $\beta$ is a factor that is determined by AIOMFAC. Species which are treated as volatile, as well as the set of model parameters applied, are summarized in Tables S2 and S3.\textsuperscript{1}

**AIOMFAC modeling**

The water content and water uptake behavior of a liquid mixture can affect the partitioning of other species as well as the timescale of diffusive mass transfer. One aspect of this work was to determine potential water uptake of pure squalene as well as how the presence of a mixture of squalene oxidation products may change the expected water uptake after squalene exposure to ozone. We also assessed whether more polar squalene oxidation products may phase-separate from unoxidized
squalene and similar low-polarity compounds when exposed to higher RH. To this end, we employ a thermodynamic equilibrium model based on the Aerosol Inorganic–Organic Mixtures Functional groups Activity Coefficient (AIOMFAC) model, which treats the nonideal mixing in liquid solutions. The AIOMFAC model and its parameterization and validation are described in detail elsewhere.\textsuperscript{55-56} For the applications in this study, we use an AIOMFAC-based gas–particle partitioning and liquid–liquid equilibrium model (AIOMFAC–LLE).\textsuperscript{57,58} This model allows for predictions of the RH-dependent equilibrium water content in a specific overall mixture of compounds (here squalene ozonolysis products). Such predictions allow for the characterization of the hygroscopicity of different skin oil proxy systems. They also enable the detection of liquid–liquid phase separation (LLPS) in cases where it is thermodynamically favorable. A system of squalene ozonolysis products considered for water uptake computations is detailed in Table S4.\textsuperscript{†}

Using the AIOMFAC-based equilibrium model, the RH-dependent water uptake of squalene and of a multicomponent mixture of squalene oxidation products were predicted at room temperature (298 K). These predictions allowed a value of \( \beta \) in eqn (E1) to be estimated and used in the kinetic modeling. The thermodynamic model predictions show that pure squalene exhibits a negligible equilibrium water uptake from low to high RH. The mass fraction of water in water is estimated to be less than 0.003 even at 99.9% RH. This was expected for a nonpolar organic compound and the partitioning coefficient of water into pure squalene was therefore set to 0 in the kinetic model (eqn (E1)). To represent a mixture of squalene plus ozonolysis oxidation products, a surrogate system was introduced. The composition of the surrogate system is listed in Table S4:\textsuperscript{†} the oxidation products and their relative yields were obtained from a kinetic reaction simulation with \( T = 298 \) K, RH = 70%, and O\(_3\) exposure \( = 3 \times 10^{15} \) molecules cm\(^{-2}\) s. The resulting system contains \( \sim 5\% \) unreacted squalene, while the remainder consists of 19 ozonolysis products, each of which contains one or several oxygen-bearing functional groups, such as secondary ozonide and carbonyl groups. Fig. 1a shows the predicted equilibrium water uptake for this system as a function of RH when the organic compounds are assumed to be nonvolatile.

The water uptake of this system is larger than that of pure squalene; however, it remains modest with a mass fraction of water of less than 0.05 at 99.9% RH and of approximately 0.026 at 80% RH. This corresponds to a hygroscopicity parameter (\( \kappa \)) of \( \kappa \approx 0.008 \) at 80% RH. No LLPS was predicted for the case shown in Fig. 1a. We can conclude that the hygroscopicity of early-generation squalene oxidation products is low. It should be noted that a water mass fraction of 0.026 at 80% RH is equivalent to a gas-to-liquid water partitioning coefficient of \( \sim 5.8 \times 10^{-2} \) mol cm\(^{-3}\) atm with an assumed solution density of 1 g cm\(^{-3}\). The O:C ratio for the products in Table S4 is \( \sim 0.32 \) which resulted in \( \beta = 0.18 \) mol cm\(^{-3}\) atm being used in eqn (E1) for consistency with AIOMFAC. It should also be noted that the partitioning coefficient of water and the rate coefficient \( k_{\text{z,bulk}} \) are codependent in the kinetic model, as the same model outputs are obtained if one of these parameters is increased by a certain factor while the other parameter is decreased by the same factor.

**Modeling the ozonolysis products of thin squalene and skin oil films**

A kinetic model was applied to reproduce the measurements of Zhou et al.\textsuperscript{2} and Zhou et al.,\textsuperscript{4} which consisted of exposing a squalene film or a skin oil film, respectively, to 50 ppb ozone in a flow tube and measuring the relative change in different bulk-phase species over time under dry conditions. KM-GAP is adapted by changing the geometry from particles to a flat layer of squalene or skin oil. An assumption is made that volatile

![Fig. 1](Image 14x290 to 26x354) Predicted equilibrium water uptake of (a) a mixture of squalene ozonolysis products and (b) a mixture of squalene ozonolysis products, levulinic acid and palmitic acid (see mixture composition listed in Table S4). All predictions were made with the AIOMFAC–LLE model for \( T = 298 \) K and variable RH, assuming the dry mixture composition to remain unchanged (nonvolatile) while water uptake and LLPS were considered. (b) The system containing levulinic and palmitic acids exhibits LLPS for RH > 0.47.
products would partition from the well-mixed film to the flow tube gas phase irreversibly, which is consistent with the small thicknesses of the films of approximately 12–39 nm (see Table S3†), compared to the volume of the flow tube (>1 L) and the short gas molecule residence time in the flow tube (~40 seconds). Several changes which are specific to the skin oil model are made. Squalene is assumed to account for ~10% of the skin oil and an additional initial carboxylic acid concentration, which accounts for ~25% of the skin oil is also included.† Of the initial carboxylic acids, 25% are assumed to be palmitic acid.† An additional reaction to treat these carboxylic acids already present in the skin with CIs is included and is shown as reaction 539 (skin oil acids + all Criegee intermediates → products) in Table S1.† For the skin oil model, the volume of the oil is fixed and does not change over time. The thickness is uncertain and set to 39 nm based on the assumption that a typical fingerprint (consisting of deposited skin oils) weighs 10 μg and has a surface area of 3 cm².60,61 The partitioning coefficient of water into the skin oil is also set to a fixed value, as this process is likely controlled by hydrophilic species present in the skin oil such as glycerols and acids and was determined by fitting to experimental data.†

Modeling the ozonolysis products from soiled T-shirts and people

The clothing and KM-SUB-Skin-Clothing models have previously been described in detail and, therefore, only a brief description will follow here.33 KM-SUB-Skin-Clothing consists of many different layers including a gas phase, boundary layer, clothing, gap between the clothing and the skin, surface, skin oils stratum corneum, viable epidermis and underlying blood vessels. Mass transport occurs between and within the layers and many of the layers are split such that diffusion lengths becomes small and the resolution of any concentration gradients within the model increases. Transport of volatile species in the clothing occurs via gas-phase diffusion, which is effectively slowed down by a porosity factor and by partitioning into skin oils and other species present on the fibers of the clothing. Contact transfer between the skin oil and the clothing is also included. Note that for the clothing model (in the absence of people and only clothing present in the chamber) the model is reduced to only contain the gas phase, boundary layer and clothing and contact transfer is switched off. Similarly, to the skin oil film model described above, an initial concentration of carboxylic acids is included in the clothing, skin oil and stratum corneum. It is also assumed that an initial concentration of other species containing double bonds is initially present, which is treated using reactions 540–545 in Table S1.† The clothing model is applied to squalene ozonolysis measurements made when 4 soiled T-shirts were exposed to ozone during the Indoor Chemical Human Emissions and Reactivity (ICHEAR) project,24,62 while the KM-SUB-Skin-Clothing model is applied to measurements of two people entering a chamber which contained ozone.5 More information regarding the experimental methods can be found in these publications.5,24,62

Determination of parameters to reproduce the experimental data

Parameter values used in the models are summarized in Table S3† with explanations regarding the determination of their values. The experimental measurements were fitted by applying a combination of the Monte Carlo Genetic Algorithm (MCGA) and a simplex algorithm to obtain uncertain parameters.63 Uncertain parameters included the rate coefficients in the gas and condensed bulk phases, the partitioning coefficients of ozone, water, and the volatile products, the boundary layer thickness next to the clothing and the concentration of other reactive species within the clothing. During the Monte Carlo stage of the optimization process, these parameters were each varied over a range of values, which incorporated any published values. A fitness value to the data was assigned to each parameter set. During the genetic algorithm stage, the best model parameter sets were improved using processes which occur naturally during evolution such as combination, survival, and mutation. The best parameter set was then further improved using the simplex optimization method which was run several times until a parameter set which did not contain any unrealistic values was obtained.

Although most parameters were consistent between scenarios, it was necessary to slightly change the values of some parameters between different scenarios (Table S3†). This most likely reflects model simplifications such as missing processes or reactions and uncertainties in some of the measurements. Missing processes may impact the modeled scenarios in different ways due to the different conditions of the experiments leading to the apparent changes in the rate coefficients. Examples of processes that could be included in the model in the future, but are complex and not currently fully understood, are reversible and non-reversible losses of species at the chamber or flow tube surfaces. There are several factors that could influence these losses including the surface-to-volume ratio, the composition and reactivity of the surface, the porosity of the surface and the flow conditions. By not including wall losses in the model, the reported product formation rates are effectively lowered to compensate for the additional loss term. The extent of this effect is different in each model scenario. It should also be noted that the MCGA does not consider potential measurement errors arising from uncertainties in the product absorption cross-sections and ion fragmentation. Our study is a first attempt at modeling and better understanding the complex processes controlling gas-phase concentrations of squalene ozonolysis products as a function of relative humidity. All rate coefficients were within two orders of magnitude among different scenarios with most being much closer or identical making them relatively consistent. Additional processes and reactions could be added in the future as they become better understood, which would ideally make parameters fully consistent among different scenarios.

Initially the MCGA was applied to the squalene particle experiments and parameters were obtained. Sensitivity tests indicated the parameters that could lead to the biggest improvement in the fitting, and these were further optimized.
using the simplex algorithm. The MCGA and simplex algorithms were subsequently run for the other scenarios, while keeping consistency with the parameters determined for the squalene particle modeling. For these runs only parameters that had not been determined were allowed to vary (e.g., for the ICHEAR data this included the boundary layer length, the partitioning coefficients for clothing and initial concentrations in clothing). Sensitivity tests were then performed to determine additional parameters that could lead to the biggest improvements in the fitting and would need to be varied to fit measurements. The MCGA and simplex algorithms were subsequently rerun leading to differences in some parameters between the different scenarios. This process was then repeated to try and minimize the differences in parameters for the different scenarios.

**Results and discussion**

**Pure squalene particles**

Fig. 2 shows the decay of squalene (panel a), the decrease in particle radius (panel b), the formation of bulk-phase products (panels c and d) and the formation of gas-phase products (panels e–l) when pure squalene particles were exposed to different ozone concentrations and different RHs as measured.
by Heine et al.\textsuperscript{23} and Arata et al.\textsuperscript{24} The model captures most of the experimentally observed trends, but some of the absolute concentrations were not within a factor of two of the measurements. As previously discussed by Heine et al.,\textsuperscript{23} the decay of squalene as a function of ozone exposure, shown in Fig. 2a, is independent of relative humidity, as it is controlled solely by reaction (R1). The decrease in particle size under high ozone exposures and high RHs, shown in Fig. 2b, is due to the formation of more (semi)volatile secondary carbonyls which partition to the gas phase. Fig. 2c and d show the concentrations of a C27 carbonyl product and a C30 secondary ozonide product in the particles, respectively. As the ozone exposure increases, these products are formed, but further increases in ozone concentrations lead to their destruction as they both contain many double bonds. The normalized carbonyl product concentration increases with RH due to the direct reaction of Cls with water (reaction (R2)), while the secondary ozonide product decreases due to the competitive nature of reactions (R2) and (R5). It should be noted that, similarly to the model in Heine et al.,\textsuperscript{23} our model predicts higher C30 secondary ozonide concentrations than were measured, which may be due to simplifications in the model, an incomplete mechanism or uncertainties in the absolute measured product abundance which arises from uncertainties in the product absorption cross-sections and ion fragmentation.\textsuperscript{25} There are no standards for secondary ozonides and therefore no direct calibrations can be performed. This may also affect all scenarios in this work where data was derived by PTR-MS. These factors may also account for discrepancies between the measurements and modeled normalized concentrations (curves in Fig. 2) for some of the gas phase species.

The model results and most experimental measurements suggest that carbonyl species in the gas phase (Fig. 2, panels e–i) increase with increasing RH due to the reaction of Cls with water (reaction (R2)). Two of the carbonyl species contain double bonds (geranyl acetone and 6-MHO); thus, these species are destroyed as ozone exposures become high, while the three other carbonyl products which contain no double bonds (acetone, 4-OPA and 1,4-butanedial) continue to increase. Gas-phase carboxylic acids and hydroxy ketones (panels j–l) are formed via the self-rearrangement of the CI (reaction (R4)). Therefore, higher concentrations are predicted by the model at low RH, as the competition from the CI + H2O (reaction (R5)) pathway decreases. As ozone concentrations increase, the model predicts that the concentrations of the carboxylic acids and hydroxy ketones increase, as more Cls are formed, but then

![Fig. 3](image-url) Measurements (markers) and model outputs (lines) of the temporal evolution of bulk squalene and products when a pure squalene film is exposed to 50 ppb of ozone at room temperature. Scaling factors were used to match the modeled data to the measured signal intensity which was not calibrated. Measurements are from Zhou et al.\textsuperscript{2}}
start to plateau as the competitive reaction (R3) becomes important. The model can also be used to estimate the concentrations of species in the particles grouped by functionalities (Fig. S1†). Secondary ozonides are predicted to be the most abundant condensed-phase product under most scenarios followed by carbonyls. Bulk concentrations of carboxylic acids, hydroperoxides and hydroxy ketones are likely more than two orders of magnitude lower than secondary ozonides. As RH increases, bulk carbonyl concentrations increase, while the concentration of all other species decrease. Note that the concentrations of species such as secondary ozonides and hydroperoxides, shown in Fig. S1,† must be regarded as upper limits, as their decomposition is not included in the model due to a lack of data regarding the rate at which this occurs. It should also be noted that one previous study has estimated the bulk phase composition of squalene ozonolysis products and predicted that 42.5% of oxygen atoms should be present in peroxy groups.¹

Squalene and skin oil films

Fig. 3 shows the signal intensity of many condensed bulk phase products measured by Zhou et al.² using direct analysis in real time mass spectrometry (DART-MS) when a pure squalene film was exposed to ozone under dry conditions. The model can reproduce the temporal evolution of different products relatively well with similar rate coefficients to those used in the pure squalene particle model (Table S3†). The results show that the increase over time of terminal products (levulinic acid and succinic acid, Fig. 3b–d) and the decrease of squalene (Fig. 3i) is well reproduced by the model. The increase and subsequent decrease of products containing double bonds can also be reproduced (Fig. 3e–h). It should be noted that 4-OPA is volatile and would be unlikely to remain in the bulk under the conditions of the experiment unless there are processes occurring that are currently not well understood and untreated in the model (Fig. 3a). It may also be possible that the 4-OPA signal represents a different compound (e.g., a less volatile acid). Levulinic acid and succinic acid are semi-volatile, but they were forced to remain in the condensed phase and not allowed to partition into the gas phase in the model in order to reproduce their measurements, which could also indicate that there may be a missing chemical or physical process in the model. For example, we speculate that the presence of even a small amount of water could lead to the formation of the levulate and succinate conjugate bases. These species could also absorb to glass which may preferentially keep them on the surface. However, due to uncertainty regarding whether a sufficient amount of water was present in the system and the binding
strengths of these acids to glass, we have not tried to model these processes explicitly. Concentrations of species grouped by functionalities and as a function of time in the condensed phase have been calculated (Fig. S2a†) and are in good agreement with the pure squalene particle results (Fig. S1†).

Fig. 4 shows the time evolution of bulk phase squalene, levulinic acid, succinic acid, and palmitic acid when skin oil is exposed to ozone under dry conditions as measured by Zhou et al.† The measured squalene decay is significantly slower in the skin oil (Fig. 4a) than in the pure squalene film (Fig. 3i). The same rate coefficient for double bonds with ozone and a similar small film thickness (12–39 nm, resulting in ozone saturating the film) are used in the models for both systems (Table S3†), resulting in an overprediction of the squalene decay in the skin oil. Sensitivity calculations also indicated that the film thickness could be changed by two orders of magnitude without substantially impacting the model outputs. The measured slow squalene decay has previously been attributed to a squalene burial within the skin oil bulk which would lead to less squalene exposure to ozone at the surface.† We expect that this burial mechanism could happen for various reasons such as a change in film or surface viscosity due to phase separation and crust formation as products form.†4,6,5 The formation of a new semi-solid or solid phase has recently been observed for squalene and skin oil proxy particles that have been exposed to high concentrations of ozone.66 However, due to uncertainties in the exact mechanism that causes the slower squalene decay, such potential surface crust formation and associated kinetic limitations are not treated in the model. We can also speculate that such a burial process may be affected by temperature and may be different on room surfaces compared to human skin. Levulinic acid and succinic acid are relatively well reproduced by the model (note that these were treated as non-volatile, which may indicate that they are binding to glass surfaces in the experimental setup or with bases such as amines which may be present in skin oil†) or that there may be a small amount of water present in the system leading to the formation of the levulinate and succinate conjugate bases (Fig. 4b and c). Skin-surface pH is reported to be in the range of 4.1–5.8 with a mean of 4.9.68 The pKₐ values of levulinic and succinic acids are below the mean (4.6 and 4.2)±0.02 pH suggesting that, if enough water is present, then much or most of these acids can be present in their non-volatile, conjugate base form. Palmitic acid, which is present in skin oil and contains no double bonds, is observed to decay over time, which can be reproduced with the model by adjusting the rate coefficient of reaction (R6) that treats the reaction of CIs with carboxylic acids. Concentrations of species grouped by functionalities and as a function of time in the skin oil film have been calculated (Fig. S2b†). The total bulk product concentration in skin oil (Fig. S2b†) is lower than that for the pure squalene film (Fig. S2a†) due to the lower initial squalene concentration in the film. Hydroperoxide concentrations are relatively higher in the skin oil film compared to the squalene film due to the reaction of carboxylic acids present in skin oil with CIs.

For comparison with the pure squalene system and in order to investigate the potential for phase separation in skin oil, the AIOMFAC model was used to predict the water uptake of a system consisting of the surrogate compounds listed in Table S4† plus palmitic acid and levulinic acid (here of a molar ratio of 1 : 1 : 1 for surrogate mixture : palmitic acid : levulinic acid). The predicted mass fraction of water as a function of RH is shown in Fig. 1b. In this case, the more polar and hygroscopic organic acids contribute substantially to the water uptake at higher RH. Their presence also leads to LLPS for RH > 47%, see Fig. S3b.† The water-rich phase is particularly distinct in composition for RH > 95%, where levulinic acid and water dominate that phase, while a wider selection of squalene oxidation products contributes to that phase for RH < 95% (Fig. S3b†). These equilibrium partitioning predictions suggest that a fraction of the squalene oxidation products will partition into a more polar, water-containing phase when present in/on the skin. However, the AIOMFAC–LLE predictions of the phase compositions under LLPS conditions also indicate that for RH < 95%, the mixture of organic compounds, including the organic acids, remains diverse in composition in both phases. LLPS is not currently treated in the kinetic model and there are also many other species present in skin oil, such as glycerol and pyroglycerinic acid which are both humectants, that should be included in AIOMFAC simulations in the future.1,4 For these reasons the gas-to-skin oil water partitioning coefficient in the kinetic model was set to a fixed value and determined by fitting to experimental measurements. However, in the future added complexity should be added to both the AIOMFAC simulations and the treatment of partitioning in the kinetic model.

ICHEAR data and KM-SUB-Skin-Clothing

Fig. 5 shows measurements and modeling of the temporal evolution of gas-phase species when 4 soiled T-shirts were exposed to ozone during the ICHEAR campaign24,62 for both variable and fixed RHs. The effect of the changing RH can clearly be seen in the measurements and model outputs for acetone and 6-MHO (Fig. 5e and g), with higher RHs leading to more of these carbonyl species forming due to reaction (R2). The model predicts that hydroxyacetone will decrease with increasing RH, since it is formed by reaction (R4), which directly competes with the reaction of CIs with water (Fig. 5i). However, the opposite trend is observed in the measurements, indicating that there may be other RH-dependent physical processes such as RH-dependent partitioning to room surfaces and competitive adsorption of water and squalene ozonolysis products.72–75 Hydroxyacetone is polar and water soluble, so we may expect more partitioning to surfaces covered in aqueous films under high RH conditions. However, this would increase hydroxyacetone surface concentrations and reduce gas-phase concentrations upon an increase of RH. The measurements show the opposite trend, suggesting that this is not the dominant process that occurs. We can also speculate that the partition coefficient of hydroxyacetone precursors may change for surface films containing different concentrations of water, leading to hydroxyacetone being formed at different overall rates and increasing its gas-phase concentration at higher RH. Future studies should investigate whether hydroxyacetone can be...
displaced by water molecules on surfaces leading to it having lower surface concentrations and higher gas-phase concentrations at higher relative RH on different indoor relevant. Although this has not yet been investigated experimentally or theoretically for hydroxyacetone, measurements have shown that limonene can be displaced by water from hydroxylated SiO₂, which is a surrogate for glass surfaces.\textsuperscript{24} There may also be missing reaction pathways in the model or another compound.

Fig. 5 Measurements (markers) and model outputs (lines) of the temporal evolution of (a and b) RH, (c and d) ozone, and (e–n) gas-phase squalene ozonolysis products after four soiled T-shirts are exposed to ozone under (left hand side panels) changing RH conditions and (right hand side panels) constant RH as part of the ICHEAR experiments. All measurements have had the background concentrations subtracted for simplicity when modeling. Measurements for the changing RH conditions are from Arata et al.\textsuperscript{24} and were performed at a temperature of 27.4–28.3 °C. The data at a constant RH is from ICHEAR experiments performed on the 19–20 May 2019.
may be emitted from the clothing which contributes to the hydroxyacetone signal. We have not tried to explicitly test any of these hypotheses in the model due to too many uncertainties being associated with them. Further studies are required to identify important processes and to determine parameters that could be used in the model. Similarly to hydroxyacetone, the measurements show that 4-oxobutanoic acid, 5-hydroxy-4-oxopentanal and levulinic acid decreased with decreasing RH, which is the opposite of the expected trend based on the chemical mechanism (Fig. 5k) and may be due to some of the factors discussed above. The model predicts that 5-hydroxy-4-oxopentanal dominates the signal in Fig. 5k. The model shows a dampened response to RH for 4-OPA, 5-hydroxy-4-oxopentanal and 1,4-butanedial, as these species form slowly and continuously over time from a variety of precursors and accumulate in the gas phase. Similarly, the impact of RH is not observed for geranyl acetone, which initially increases as it forms and accumulates, but then decreases due to a decrease in the concentration of its precursors (e.g., squalene) in the clothing. 4-Oxobutanoic acid is significantly underestimated by the model, which was also observed in Fig. 2, indicating that the mechanism may be incomplete. When reproducing the fixed RH data, slightly different parameters linked to the soiling level of the clothing were used in the model compared to when modeling the changing RH data. For the fixed RH scenario, gas-phase concentrations of many compounds decrease over time due to the decreasing squalene concentration in the clothing over time.

It should be noted that although all the rate coefficients used to reproduce the ICHEAR data (parameter sets 3 and 4 in Table S3†) were within one order of magnitude to those used in Fig. 2–4 (parameter sets 1 & 2), they had to be slightly adjusted to optimize the fit. Fig. S4† shows the fitting obtained if the rate coefficients used in Fig. 2 (parameter set 1) are used to model the ICHEAR data. The higher rate coefficient for the conversion of CIs to carboxylic acids and hydroxy ketones (k_{br,4}) for parameter set 1 causes carboxylic acids and hydroxy ketones to be significantly overestimated. A similar overestimation was seen for the lower O_3 exposures in Fig. 2 (k_1). The lower rate coefficient of CIs reacting with carboxyls (k_{br,5}) for parameter set 1 leads to many species containing carboxyl groups being underestimated (e.g., 1,4 butanediol and 5-hydroxy-4-oxopentanal in Fig. S4†). Additionally, the higher rate coefficient of double bonds reacting with O_3 in the gas phase (k_{1,5,4}) causes gas-phase species containing double bonds to be rapidly destroyed and therefore underestimated by the model (e.g. 6-MHO and geranyl acetone in Fig. S4†). The slightly different rate coefficients for the different scenarios may indicate that the reaction mechanism is incomplete, that there are missing processes in the model or uncertainties in the measurements as previously discussed.

The KM-SUB-Skin-Clothing model was also applied to measurements of the temporal evolution of ozone and squalene ozonolysis products when two people entered a chamber at a constant RH (Fig. S5†). The model was able to reproduce the measurements relatively well using parameters which were similar to those used for the ICHEAR measurements (Table S3† and further discussion below). The partitioning coefficient of geranyl acetone had to be reduced by a factor of four in order to reproduce the relatively larger geranyl acetone gas phase concentrations, while k_{5,bulk} also had to be reduced by a factor of about 70 in order to not underestimate the concentrations of the gas-phase carbonyl products (Fig. S6†). These differences in parameters may indicate missing processes in the model and may also be related to calibration issues with instrumentation as discussed earlier. It should also be noted that people emit many compounds in their breath, such as acetone and isoprene, which has not been treated in the model. Hydroxyacetone may form from the OH initiated oxidation of isoprene which should be considered in future models. It is currently unclear how the OH radical concentrations will vary as a function of RH and this should be investigated in future work.

Extrapolation to different scenarios

Fig. 6 shows sensitivity tests that were performed to better understand the impact that RH could have over a prolonged period on gas-phase squalene ozonolysis products. For these sensitivity tests, the RH was fixed and the conditions of the ICHEAR experiments (parameters used for changing RH in Fig. 5) and the KM-SUB-Skin-Clothing model (parameters used for Fig. S5†) were used with gas-phase concentrations being calculated after four hours. For both scenarios, ozone concentrations remained relatively stable as a function of RH (Fig. S7†). Ozone loss was dominated by deposition to clothing, although the percentage lost in the gas phase compared to the skin or clothing increased slightly as RH increased and more compounds containing double bonds were emitted to the gas phase (Fig. S7b†). As expected, based on the chemical mechanism, the model predicts that as RH increases gas-phase carbonyl species will increase, while carboxylic acids and hydroxy ketones decrease. The impact for many species is large, for example, for both scenarios 6-MHO concentrations approximately double when RHs increase from 10% RH to 95% RH, which is a typical range of RHs indoors (Fig. 6c). This is due to the branching ratios in the model and 6-MHO being a secondary carbonyl; for every 0.1 molecules of 6-MHO that form in the bulk condensed phase, 0.9 molecules of CI2 will form (Table S3†). CI2 can subsequently react with water forming 6-MHO, which accumulates in the gas phase and leads to the large RH dependence. Increasing the RH also causes a large decrease in the hydroxy ketone product (6-methyl-5-ene-2-oxoheptanal) that can form from CI2 via reaction (R3) (Fig. 6e). An increase in the concentration of a species such as 6-MHO, will also lead to an increase in their ozonolysis products, which enhances the impact of RH. Although most species behave in the same way for both scenarios, 4-MOD and 1,4-butanediol increase with increasing RH in the clothing model simulation, but remain almost constant in the KM-SUB-Skin-Clothing model simulation (Fig. 6f and g). The difference in behavior for 4-MOD can be attributed to the different values used for the reaction of carbonyls with CIs (k_{5,bulk}) for the two models. At low RHs there are more CIs in the bulk which can react with less volatile carbonyls (e.g., 4-MOD), leading to their destruction if
the rate coefficient is elevated enough, such as for the clothing model. 1,4-Butanedial is formed from the ozonolysis of condensed phase species (such as 4-MOD) before it rapidly partitions to the gas phase and therefore has the same RH trend. A test to check the impact of switching off reaction (R6) was also performed, but this had a negligible impact on the gas-phase concentrations shown in Fig. 6.

Conclusions and implications

In this study we developed a chemical mechanism for squalene ozonolysis and implemented it into several models to improve our mechanistic understanding of the formation of products under different RHs. We treat the reaction of ozone with double bonds and the subsequent reaction of CIs. Rate coefficients of different reactions have been constrained to small ranges (Table S3†). In general, we showed that increasing the RH would increase the concentrations of secondary carbonyls due to the reaction of CIs with water, while species formed from competing pathways, such as carboxylic acids and hydroxy ketones, would decrease. Our previously developed KM-SUB-Skin-Clothing model, which originally only treated carbonyls, now includes additional volatile and semi-volatile products such as carboxylic acids and hydroxy ketones and treats RH effects enabling it to be applied to a wider variety of laboratory chamber studies in the future. We were also able to model the decrease in carboxylic acid concentrations present in skin oil due to their reaction with CIs. However, some processes and chemical reactions may mimic each other, leading to the same modeled gas-phase concentrations and it may not be possible without direct measurements of intermediates to validate the model completely or identify other influential mechanisms.

Although small yet rapid changes in RH may only have a small impact on concentrations of different gas-phase
squalene ozonolysis products, a prolonged change in RH can significantly alter human exposure to carbonyls, carboxylic acids, and hydroxy ketones. Concentrations of many species may change by a factor of two between 10% RH and 95% RH which is a typical RH range indoors. Squalene ozonolysis products are known to have adverse health effects;[15,18–22] it is therefore important to have a tool which allows for their concentrations to be predicted under different indoor conditions. A predictive model can also help in the design and evaluation of personal care products that are intended to protect skin from the adverse effects of air pollution. In addition, it should be noted that many products are likely to be enhanced in the breathing zone as products emitted by skin are transported upwards by a thermal plume around the human body.[35,78] However, chemistry is likely not the only source of a RH dependence of squalene ozonolysis products and RH dependent partitioning to surfaces or diffusion within room surfaces as well as competitive adsorption should be studied in a controlled manner in the future before being implemented as additional processes into models.[71–74] It will also be important in the future to simultaneously treat ozone reactions with occupants within indoor environments as well as ozone reactions of skin oils and flakes that have been deposited to other indoor surfaces and can account for a large fraction of the ozone reactivity in real indoor environments.[36,79] Furthermore, a recent study has shown that elevated OH concentrations may form from the ozonolysis of compounds emitted by people.[80] The consequence of these reactions and any potential relative humidity dependence should be investigated by further developing models.

There remain uncertainties in the model with regards to parameters, the chemical mechanism and processes that should be included in the future. The role of the surface in the overall reaction mechanism should be further investigated and implemented in a future version of the model. Bulk diffusivities of skin lipids and reaction products would need to be treated as a function of RH. Another source of uncertainty is the partitioning of water into squalene, into squalene ozonolysis products and into skin oil. To address this issue the AIOMFAC-based equilibrium model was conducted and predicted a negligible water uptake for pure squalene particles which increased as products formed and was in reasonable agreement with the modeling parameters used in this work. AIOMFAC simulations also predicted that the addition of acids to the mixture, such as present in skin oil, could cause LLPS and lead to the formation of surface crusts that can limit partitioning and multiphase reaction kinetics.[41,42] Further experimental validations as well as simulations with more realistic skin oil compositions including other unsaturated fatty acids and triglycerides[43] are required to further improve our understanding on skin ozonolysis and its impacts on indoor air quality.
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